
ир to 10000С (Тhеrmоf1ех thermoana1yzer). А further
rise in temperature leads to solid phase reactions, the
end product of which is zirconosilicate of the NAS1CON
type and Na, Si glass.

Our analysis leads iis to the conclusion that the
crystals of the lovozerite family in their structural fea-
tures satisfy the requirements for potential superionic
conductors, in which the conductivity тау Ье due to trans-
port of Na atOms and Н atoms. То these features we must
refer the presence of а three-dimensional network of соn-
ductivity channels and statistical filling of the crystallo-
graphically equivalent positions with Na atoms with dis-
tances Na-Na =3.2 and 3.6 А; the structural disorder
of compounds of the lovozerite type is а sign of the struc-
ture itself and does not require сотрНсаНоn of the сот-
position оп account of heterovalent substitution, as, for
example, in the structure of Nа4Zr2SiЗО12' This system
enables us to create wide isovalent substitutions in the
series Zr-Hf-Sn-Ti. and the presence of а large num-
ber of Н atoms makes the lovozerite crystal а possiыe
proton. conductor.
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New data оп the crystal structure 01 murmanite
А. К. Rastsvetaeva and V. 1.Andrianov
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ТЬе structure of murmanite has been redetermined. ТЬе model is refined to R = 9.1% in the anisotropic
approximation. ТЬе principal difference between the new model and that previously suggested lies in the fact
that the Na positions in the anionic part of the structure are occupied, but in the cation part are only
statistically occupied. Оп the basis of the new structural data the mechanism of decomposition of
lomonosovite and its conversion to murmanite is explained.

ТЬе structure of murmanite was first investigated
in 1965.1 ТЬе model found from projections (Ьу the photo-
graphic method) contained а number of inaccuracies, and
the proposed crystal-chemical formula of the mineral did
not reflect the complexity of its chemical composition and
even contradicted it. More complete and reliable data оп
the structure of murmanite ате important for an under-
standing of the mechanism of the processes of weathering
and leaching of minerals of the lomonosovite group.

For x-ray structural investigation we used а speci-
men of deep violet color with linear dimensions of 0,3 х
0.2 х 0.1 тт. suitable for exposure in а diffractometer.
ТЬе photographic method revealed the characteristic
elongation and diffuseness of the diffraction spots for the
minerals of the lomonosovite group, and the width of the
peaks measured оп the diffractometer was 2-6".

Since refinement of the structure оп the basis of the
coordinates from Ref. 1 waS unsuccessful (R ~ 35%). the
model was determined afresh in the framework of the unit
сеll in Ref. 1 with the parameters obtained from the auto-

diffractometer: а' = 5.349(5), Ь' = 7.080(7). с' = 11.733(12)
А, а' = 93.39(2), /3' = 98.80(2), 'у' = 89.8(2)0, V' = 438.3 АЗ,
ТЬе structure was determined Ьу the direct method Ьу the
program system RENTGEN-75 (Ref. 2) with the aid of an
experimental set of 708 independent 1 ~ 3СТ1(Syntex Р21,
СиКа radiation). Refinement of the new model Ьу the
method of least squares in the isotropic approximation
and the centrosymmetric variant with R = 15% led to large
fluctuations in the values of the thermal parameters (even
to negative values). This indicated the need to take ас-
count of isomorphic impurities in the positions of both
тi and Na. ТЬе pseudoperiodicity in two directions, found
in the rotation patterns, required doubling of the param-
eters а' and Ь'. ТЬе new values of the parameters were
reflned оп an Е nraf- Nonius automatic diffractometer:
А = 10.535(5), В = 13.884(4), С = 11.688(14) А, а = 94.31(6),
/3 = 98.62(8). 'у = 89.81(3)0, V = 1685.4 АЗ, p(x-ray) = 3,00
g/ сmЗ.

Since the new set of experimental data (Enraf-
Nonius, 18181 ~ 2CТ1.Мо Ка radiation. SiпО/л s 0.59)
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Ti, 0,68;\ 0.551 0,994 1,10
I О"

0,973 0.100 0.088 2.02
Тi, 0,16~ 0.069 0,001 1,28 0'2 0,992 0.899 0.92;' 2.30
Ti; (J,316 0.445 0,981 1,41

О"
0,491 0.612 0,074 2.13

Ti, 0,800 0,940 0,983 1.26
О"

0,305 0,491 0.265 0,85
Ti5 О,743 0.068 0,721 1,87

О"
0,522 0.377 0,290 1,57

Ti. 0,248 0.568 0,717 2,16
О"

0,686 0.876 0.275 2,29
Ti; 0.220 0.950 0.271 1,09

О"
0,231 0.193 0,289 0,49

Ti, 0,754 0.414 0.258 0,82 0'8 0,508 0.395 0,907 2.07
Si, 0,142 0.187 0,742 1,64

О"
0,809 0.639 0,292 0.82

Si, 0,647 0.uS7 0,742 1,57
О"

0,159 0.243 0,893 1,59
Siз 0,143 0,537 0,222 1,53 021 0,224 0,328 0.696 3.85
Si, 0,823 0.798 0,228 1,28 0'2 0,993 0.416 0,247 1,53
Ы5 0,613 0.009 0,215 0,96

О"
0,517 0,051 0,718 3,69

Si, 0,356 0.328 0,228 1,()1
О"

0,014 0,540 0,725 4,30
Si; 0,3;'4 0,965 О,7(Ю 1,89

О"
0,270 0,571 0,879 1,47

Si, 0,852 0,466 0,753 2,09
О"

0,692 0.852 0,697 4,28
Na, 0,905 0.303 0,988 0,10 027 0,771 0,083 0,892 3,15
Na, 0,069 0.682 0,974 0,63 028 0,211 0.026 0,714 3,86
Na, 0,381 0,805 0,004 1,97

О"
0,502 0,549 0,711 3.48

Na, 0,552 0.174, 0,986 0,75 030 0,947 0,141 0,712 2,16
Na, 0,983 0.177 0,272 1,37

О"
0.673 0.733 0,906 2.28

Na, 0,492 0.313 0.696 1,95
О" 0.342 0,995 0,915 2,43

Na7 0,985 0,809 О,7П,') 2,39
О"

0,856 0.505 0,899 1,~8
"а, 0,480 0.673 0,272 3,73

О"
0.315 0,769 0,722 1,94

О, 0,317 0.284 0.088 1,54 035 0.816 0,634 0,726 2,72
О, 0,815 0,/64 0,096 1,51 038 0,817 0.274 0,721 3,06
О, 0,984 0,942 0.277 1,12 (И,О), 0.249 0,982 0,459 3,16
О, 0,146 0,506 0.077 2,45 (И,О)2 0.775 0,446 0,460 2,59
о, 0,606 0,967 0;070 1.77 (И,О)3 0.998 0.230 0,;'53 3,73
О, 0,730 0,411 0,103 2.7" (И,О), 0.473 0.767 0,451 1,95
07 0,197 0.936 0,114 1.1.") (и,О) , 0.~88 0,762 0,521 4,12
О, 0,431 0,004 0.272 0,47 (и,о). 0.:;00 0,255 0,505 2.80
О, 0,225 0,686 0,26,') 2,94 (11,0) 7 0.691 0,054 0,534 3,3;'
О" 0,756 0.187 0,254 0,70 (И,О)8 0.208 0.Ь47 0.536 2.97

FIG,1, Саtiоп sheet projected оп (001). shоwiпg three types of unit сеН.

didnot contain reflections with h + k
'"

2n, we changed
to а primitive unit сеl1 of smal1er volume associated with
the initial ratios a=(A-В)/Z, b=(A+B)/Z, с=С. Thus the
parameters of the true unit сеl1 of murmanite are as
follows: а =8.700(5), Ь = 8.728(4), с = 11.688(14) А, 01=
94.31(6), (3= 98.62(8), 'у = 105.62(3)0. The relationship
between the three cel1s of murmanite is shown in Fig.1:
crystallochemical analysis is "tied" to the traditional
unitсеl1 for minerals of the lomonosovite group with
axes А and В.

То avoid preconceptions further determination of
the structure in the new сеl1 was carried out in the acen-

TABLE1. Coordinates and Isotropic Thermal Parameters of Atoms (}.2)

tric group Р1, adopted in Ref. 1 оп the basis of the оЬ-
served positive piezoeffect. То the initial model with
R '"

50% was applied the phase correction procedure.3
Six successive Fourier syntheses reduced the R factor
to 30%, and the atoms were differentiated among the
"titanium" and the "sodium" positions. In correspondence
with the chemical composition, with allowance for the
heights of the peaks оп the electron density pattern and
the requirements of local valence balance4 to the Ti and
Na positions we assigned atoms with mixed atomic curves.
Refinement of the positional parameters of the final model
with Btot = 1 led to R = 29%. Attempts at further refine-
ment gave по result. In connection with the sharply dis-
tinguished layer structure of the mineral, and also the
strain and imperfection of the structure at this stage we
refined the anisotropic coefficients of reduction of the
set IFexpl and IFtheorl (Ref. 5). This method was real-
ized in the system of programs AREN-851) and consists
in the idea that into each value of Ftheor we introduce а
factor depending оп six parameters, the values of which
are refined Ьу minimizing the functional

Ф= I:Wh(IFexpl-КнIFthегl)2,
н

where КН = I:h,a:hja;'K,j /I:h,a,hja;' , h1, h2, h3 are

the indices ofithe reflection, ;~1.' а2*, аз* are the param-
eters of the reciprocallattice, Кl1' К22' К33, К12' К13' К2з
are the components of а symmetric tensor. Calculation
of К11 = 1.188, К22= 1.195, К33= 0.451, К12= 0.472, К1з=
0.220, ~3 = 0.030 reduced the R index from 29 to 17.9%.

Further refinement in the isotropic approximation
led to R = 13.5%, and in the anisotropic to 9.1% (по cor-

Arom у/и
I

zjc
I

в iso
11

l'tom
I

xja у/и
I

zjc

I

Bisoх/а

Note. 5tandard deviations in coordinates: 0,001 for 5il_8. Til_8. and Na5_ 8: 0.002 for

Nat-4:0,002- 0,005 for anions.
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Coordlna-

I

м-о diltance

\
l'

PolsibIe lso-
Роаltion tion

I

(о-о) то rphi с
number range mean impurity

Si1 4 1.44-1,77 1.63 2,65
SI> 4 1,46-1,90 1,65 2,66 А!
SI, 4 1.32-1,70 1,53 2,46
SI. 4 1.54-1,67 1,61 2,61
&is 4 1.62-1,80 1,70 2,77 Fe'+, Mg
Si6 4 1,45-1,66 1,60 2,59
SI, 4 1.47-1,74 1,65 2,69 А!
SI. 4 1,47-1,71 1,61 2,57

Тi. 6 1.85-2,19 2.02 2i;4
TI> 6 1,86-2,17 2,03 ~,o3
TI, 6 1,75-2,13 1.98 2.10'1 FеЗ+
TI. 6 1,75-2,15 1.\18 2.79

Ti, 6 1.74-2,15 1,89 2.67
Ti. 6 1,69-2,27 1.\19 2,81

Тi, 6 1,77-2,31 2.03 2.79
TI. 6 1;18-2,34 2.02 2.~5 Nt

Na, 6 2,09-2,77 2,39 3,35
Na2 5 2,08-2,57 2,33 3,37
Na, 5 2,08-2,63 2,28 3,33
Na. 6 2,07-2,85 2,41 3,39
Na, 6 1,98-2,19 2,09 2,95 Mn, Fe2+, Zr, Nt
Na. 6 2,04-2,91 2,41 3,39 Са
Na7 8 1,88-3,00 2.51 3,20 К
Na. 6 1,87-2,72 2,26 3,18

т ABLE П. Characteristlcs 01 Polyhedra

Note. Егro, of determinatlon 01 distances: 0.02-0.03 А(51-О): 0.03-0.04 А (Тi-O) and
0.04- 0.05 А (О-О).

rection was made for aЬsorption, J.l =25 cm-t). The
thermal parameters of the atoms were assigned reason-
аЫе values.

The coordinates of the atoms and their thermaI iso-
tropic parameters are listed in Taыle I, and the main in-
teratomic distances in Taыle П.

The mica-like structural motif of murmanite was
described in Refs. 1 and 6. Ав also in the саве of the
aIlied minerals lomonosovite7 and eetalomonosovite,8 it
is based оп infinite three-Iayer stacks paraIlel to (001)
(Fig. 2). The individuality of each of these minerals is
determined Ьу the contents of the interstack врасе: In

ь
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murmanite Na and Р are replaced Ьу water molecules,
with the consequence that there is а shortening of the
period с Ьу 2.7 А and а less strong binding between the
stacks. Ав shown Ьу the given investigation, in the transi-
tion from lomonosovite to murmanite marked changes
occur also in the stack itself - both in its anion "networks"
and in its cation "wall."

The middle part of the stack is а plane layer of
close-packed (without gaps) octahedra of titanium and
sodium. The Tit_4 octaЬedra, joined via edges, form
brookite columns extending along the shortest period
А (5.3 'А х 2). The titanium octahedra of the columns

FIG. 2. Projectlon 01 structure ОП(100). Dotted Ihading marks poIy-
hedra 01 sodium positions: circles аге Н2О molecules: dashed Iines аге
hydrogeD bODds.
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are of the вате dimensions (mean тi - О range from
1.98 to 2.03 with edges 2.79-2.84 А) and are scarcely
suitable for accommodation of апу of larger мп2+ ав done
in Ref. 1. Moreover, according to the chemical analysis
data,9,10 the large сеll Ьав from 0.3 to 0.5 Мп atoms, and
for this reason this element cannot pretend to ап inde-
pendent position. It is possible that together with тi in
the population of the columns Fe3+ statistically take part
(0.3-0.6 atoms per сеЩ. ТЬе shortest edges in the tita-
nium octahedra are соттоп: Til contacts Ti4 and Ti3
along the edges 02-031 =2.34 and 01з-018 =2.66 А; Тi2
contacts Ti3 and Тi4 along the edges 01-020 = 2.43 and
011-012 = 2.55 А. For the other edges 2.74-3.23, 2.58-
3.19, 2.68-3.06, and 2.64-3.06 А in the ТiI-4 octahedra,
respectively.

Between the Ti columns spaced half а translation
along В, there are Na columns made of polyhedra of two
types. If in the Nal and Na4 octahedra the Na-O distances
range from 2.09 to 2.77 and from 2.07 to 2.85 А, then in
the second pair of octahedra the cations are strongly dis-
placed toward one vertex and lose their bond with the
other: ТЬе distances from N~ and N~ to the vertices of
the hemioctahedra are 2.08-2.57 and 2.08-2.63 А, while
to the ndeparting" vertices they are 3.01 and 3.13 А re-
spectively. ТЬив in the construction of the murmanite
sheets Na octahedra take part (ав also in lomonosovite7)
and Na pyraтids similar to betalomonosovite.8 Both the
octahedral and the pyraтidal positions of Nal_4 are filled
statistically with а probability of 50%; the two positions
N~ and N~ converge through 2.6 А and cannot Ье simul-
taneously occupied. One of the variants of filling of the
Na positions in the wall is shown in Fig. 1.

ТЬе layers against the two sides of the sheet (net-
works, chain-mail), in spite of Ref. 1, retain the archi-
tecture of lomonosovite (betalomonosovite): infinite bands
of alternating Ti and Na polyhedra extending along В. ТЬе
Ti5-8 octahedra in the chain mail are similar in size
(теan Ti -о is 1.89-2.03 А). Takinginto consideration the
increased weight of the Ti7 and Ti8 peaks оп the electron
density тар, we сап reckon that in these positions ав well
ав Ti there are statistically distributed impurity atoms
of Nb. For аН the Ti atoms of the network there is charac-
teristic marked anisotropy of the distances to the sur-
rounding 1igands, with maximum (or second longest) dis-
tances to the Н2О molecules.

ТЬе Na polyhedra of the network are differentiated
in form and dimensions. ТЬе most compact is the Na5
octahedron with uniform distribution of the cation- anion
distances: from 1.98 to 2.19 А, mean 2.09 А. Consider-
ing that the weight of the peak in this position оп the elec-
tron density тар is maximal, we сап with а large degree
of probability consider it to Ье statistically populated Ьу
heavy impurity cations Mn2+, Fe2+, Zr, Nb, and to the
least degree, Na.

Оп the other hand, the positions N~ and Na7 form
а loose octahedron (mean Na-O = 2.41 А) and an eight-
pointed figure (mean Na-O =2.51 А) with allowance for
the weight of the peaks corresponding to the compositions
N~.4Cao.6and Nao.8KO.2'respectively. ТЬе eight-pointed
figure (Na7bipyramid) ЬаВ in common with the adjacent
тi octahedra of the network and the Si tetrahedra of both
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diorthogroups edges of hexagonal section, and with the Ti
octahedron sheets it is joined Ьу the pyraтide vertex;
the second (free) vertex is occupied Ьу an N20 molecule.
ТЬе octahedra Naa and Na5 for the bond with the тi octa-
hedra of the network иве two edges of the tetragonal cross
section, and to the sheet they adjoin Ьу а vertex; the ор- .

posites are also occupied Ьу water molecules.

Finally, the fourth position of the network (Naa) is
essentially of the sodium type both in the dimensions of
the polyhedron (а very distorted octahedron with mean
Na- О =2.26 А) and in weight of the electron density peak.
ТЫв polyhedron is in contact with the тi octahedra both
of the sheet and the chain-mail only via vertices and Ьав
in common an edge with Si tetrahedra of one of the diortho
groups. ТЬе free vertex of the polyhedron is occupied Ьу
Н2О.

ТЬе diorthogroups Si207 (four per complete сеЩ
differ in the relative orientation of the tetrahedra. ТЫв is
because with equal dimensions of the Ti octahedra of the
sheet, оп which the diorthogroups rest via their ntips,n
the Na polyhedra of the network are different in their di-
mensions, and the diorthogroups fit onto them.11 ТЬе
angles made Ьу the terminal and bridging 1igands
0t-Ob-Ot vary over considerable ranges: from 80 to
1550. ТЬе degree of distortion of the diortho groups is
also indicated Ьу the large scatter in the Si-O distances,
also related to the possible isomorphic substitutions of
AI, Fe3+, and Mg for Si (Ref. 12).

ТЬе three-layer stacks of murmanite are joined Ьу
hydrogen bonds of water molecules, which enter the со-
ordination polyhedra of titanium and sodium positions of
the network (in spite of Ref. 1, these Н2О molecules are
not free). ТЬе average distance between Н2О molecules
of adjacent layers is 2.8 А, which indicates fairly strong
bonds between them. Within the layers the hydrogen
bonds are weaker.

Crystal-chemical analysis shows that with decom-
position of lomonosovite with its conversion to murmanite
there is preserved the most stable part of the structure-
а fraтework of titanium and silicon-oxygen polyhedra.
Processes of leaching occur both in the interstack врасе
and in the Na sublattice of the network and sheet. ТЬе
rigid structure of the sheet prevents replacement of Na
Ьу any impurity elements, and when Na is removed from
the sheet, vacancies arise. Оп the other hand, the Na
positions of the openwork chain таН act ав а landing
ground for the atoms of various elements which сот-
pensate for the deficit of sodium. ТЬе isomorphism
over wide 1imits, especially in the Na sublattice of the
network, is apparently the basic cause of the changes in
unit-cell parameters and the reduction of the symmetry
of the crystal (in comparison with lomonosovite).

ТЬе inadequate quality of the crystal and consequently
of the experimental set of intensities did not permit us to
obtain information оп the distribution of втаН quantities
of impurity cations among the crystallographic positions.
However, crystal-chemical analysis gives а basis to re-
gard the most probable formula of murmanite with allow-
ance for the main isomorphic substitutions ав follows:

1 (Тiз"Fео~;)Na.o.,] .
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. [ (Ti3,2Nbo..) (N a,.,Ko.,Cao..Mno2t, Zro.,,) (Si,07)' (Н,О).],

where the square brackets distinguish the cationic and
anionic parts of the structure.

The authors thank Уи. V. Nekrasov for help in оЬ-
taining the set of experimental data and V. 1. Simonov
for unfailing interest in the work and helpful discussion
of the results.
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The authors make an x-ray structura! ana!ysis of comp!exes of СиС! and CuBr with al1ylcyanide. ТЬе
comp!exes are nonisostructura!, but are of simi!ar structure: the inorganic part (СиХ) of the structure consists
of !ayers formed Ьу "stepped" tetramers Си.Х. and joined Ьу bridging ligands into а framework. The
difference between these structures appears in the positions of the mo!ecu!es of аl1у! cyanide, in which the
torsion ang!es С = С-С-С differ marked!y.

The structure of the cyanoolefin complexes of copper
(1) are of interest both for interpretation of the mechanism
of Meierwein' s reactionl and а1В0 from the viewpoint of
the influence of the cyano group оп the coordination сарас-
ity of the С = С bond. At present structura1 studies have
been made оп compounds of СиХ with olefins containing
only а cyano group conjugate with the С = С bond (acry-
lonitrile,2 mеthуlасrуlОПitrilе,З crotononitrile,4 and fum-
arodinitrile5). of these only the first is а 11"complex.

Continuing our work оп the structure of complexes
of copper (1) ha1ides with substituted olefines (allyl alco-
hol,6 acrylic acid,7 acrylamide, fumarodinitrile,5 and
maleic acid8) we made ап x-ray structural investigation of
the new complexes СиХ (Х = Cl, Br) with allylcyanide
(AllCN).

The investigated compounds 2СиХ. AllCN were оЬ-
tained in the process of synthesis of a1lylcyanide from the
corresponding allylhalide and CuCN:

СН,=СНСН,Х +CuCN -+CH,=CHCH,CN +СиХ
-+2СиХ .СН, =CHCH,CN.

When AllCl and CuCN are boiled together for 30 h
there are formed crysta1s of complex 1, suitable for x-ray
structural analysis, whereas compound II is formed in ап

hour in the form of а finely crystalline deposit. Larger
crysta1s are obtained Ьу keeping the saturated solution of
CuBr in АНСп at 273 К.

The colorless crystals of 2СиХ' AllCN, stable in
air in the absence of moisture, were investigated Ьу the
photographic method and in а Syntex automatic diffractom-
eter with Мо КО! radiation and а graphite monochromator
(Table I). The integral intensities were corrected for the
Lorentz and polarization factors. No correction was made

т ABLE 1. Crystallographic Data оп Structtlres of 2СtlХ' AIICN

Chllracteristics fr

Composition
а,А
Ь,А
с,А
'(, deg
V,A'
Jl.,cm-1
Р(ООО)

3

~alc'
g/cm

Spllce group
D!ffractometer
Scann!ng
2,9 , deg
No. of i'eflect!ons
R

2CuCI. c',H,N
8.358(3)
7.457(2)

11.851(3)
98,77(3)

730.0(4)
66.6

512
2.41
4
Р2,/Ь
Рl
{t/2{}

48
530

0.053

2CtlBr.C,.R,N
7.596(3)
7.330(3)

14.259(5)
97.59(3)

786.3(6)
1626
656

2.99
4

Р2,/Ь
Р2,

'"50
1051
0.060
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